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Zeus Base Includes:
A - Base Frame
B - Base Lid (may vary)
C- Weight Handle
D - Bolts

Required:
Weights (sold separately - SB100SQ)
Wrench
Two-person team
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ZEUS BASE ASSEMBLY
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Center Mount
Fits all Galaxy styles.

Twin Mount
Fits all Galaxy styles.
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Adjustable foot support

Up Down
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Level
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STEP 1 - Leveling
Select area to set base frame and place in desired location. NOTE: Moving base will be
difficult once fully assembled. After base is placed in desired location, feet need to be leveled
before weights are added. Each triangle foot has three adjustment points. By turning bolt on
support, each foot can be raised or lowered to level the base frame. All supports should be
touching the ground. Base frame should be leveled with a level on all sides. See figure 1
below.

(Fig. 1)

CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS
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Zeus base 3 mounting plates to accommodate different mounting configurations. Be sure to
mount internal stem to coordinate mounting plate depending on custom configuration.

Corner Mount
Fits Orion (OR-30 or OR-35) only. Sirius and Polaris may also be mounted, however the tilt
feature will be limited.

Tri Mount
Fits Orion (OR-30 or OR-35) only. Sirius and Polaris may also be mounted, however the tilt
feature will be limited.

Quad Mount
Fits Orion (OR-30 or OR-35) only. Sirius and Polaris may also be mounted, however the tilt
feature will be limited.



STEP 2 - Weight Handle 
Place weight handle diagonally across top of weights and line up bolt holes. Screw bolts
through handle onto weight. Do not over tighten bolts. See figure 2 below.

(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 3)

STEP 3 - Adding Weights
Using a two-person team, use handle to lift weight into one of the four weight compartments
in base frame. Weight slides into compartment under mounting plate. Once positioned in
compartment, remove bolts and handle (Fig. 3). Note: Up to 4 weights can be placed in each
compartment (Fig. 4). Weights NOT included with base. Repeat steps above for all weights.
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STEP 4 - Attach Galaxy Stem
Line up holes on two-piece Galaxy stem to mounting plate on base frame. Bolt stem to
mounting plate and tighten bolts to secure (Fig. 5). Note: Stem and bolts are included with
umbrella.
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(Fig. 5)

STEP 5 - Base Lid
Place base lid over Galaxy stem on base frame (Fig. 6). Once lid is in place, slide umbrella
frame onto Galaxy stem. Please refer to Galaxy manual for further instruction.

Base Frame 

Base Lid

(Fig. 6)
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STEP 4 - Attach Galaxy Stem
Line up holes on two-piece Galaxy stem to mounting plate on base frame. Bolt stem to
mounting plate and tighten bolts to secure (Fig. 5). Note: Stem and bolts are included with
umbrella.
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STEP 5 - Base Lid
Place base lid over Galaxy stem on base frame (Fig. 6). Once lid is in place, slide umbrella
frame onto Galaxy stem. Please refer to Galaxy manual for further instruction.
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Center Mount
Fits all Galaxy styles.

Twin Mount
Fits all Galaxy styles.
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